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SUMMARY

Non-coding RNAs are ubiquitous, but the discovery
of new RNA gene sequences far outpaces the
research on the structure and functional interactions
of these RNA gene sequences. We mine the evolu-
tionary sequence record to derive precise informa-
tion about the function and structure of RNAs and
RNA-protein complexes. As in protein structure pre-
diction, we use maximum entropy global probability
models of sequence co-variation to infer evolution-
arily constrained nucleotide-nucleotide interactions
within RNA molecules and nucleotide-amino acid
interactions in RNA-protein complexes. The pre-
dicted contacts allow all-atom blinded 3D structure
prediction at good accuracy for several known
RNA structures and RNA-protein complexes. For
unknown structures, we predict contacts in 160
non-coding RNA families. Beyond 3D structure pre-
diction, evolutionary couplings help identify impor-
tant functional interactions—e.g., at switch points
in riboswitches and at a complex nucleation site in
HIV. Aided by increasing sequence accumulation,
evolutionary coupling analysis can accelerate the
discovery of functional interactions and 3D struc-
tures involving RNA.
INTRODUCTION

RNAs have diverse known biological roles (Garneau et al., 2007;

Huang et al., 2015; Martin and Ephrussi, 2009; McManus and

Graveley, 2011; Olsen et al., 1990; Rutherford et al., 2015;

Sigova et al., 2015; Warf and Berglund, 2010), and both genetic

and biochemical screens suggest reservoirs of functional RNA

molecules we know little about. For instance, transcriptional

profiling has revealed large numbers of non-coding RNA genes,

with unknown functions beyond context-specific expression

(Eddy, 2014; Rinn and Chang, 2012). Although much of this tran-

scription may be biological noise, these screens have revealed

some novel long non-coding RNAs that may have 3D structures

and can act as, for example, protein scaffolds (Quinodoz and
Guttman, 2014). High-throughput biochemical screens, adapted

from earlier work on RNA foot-printing (Ehresmann et al., 1987;

Latham and Cech, 1989; Moazed and Noller, 1986), have identi-

fied transcriptome-wide RNA base pairing in vivo (Ding et al.,

2014; Rouskin et al., 2014; Spitale et al., 2015; Wan et al.,

2014), including within the coding region of mRNAs, suggesting

a function independent of coding potential.

Many of these newly observed RNAs may have specific 3D

structures (Mortimer et al., 2014; Novikova et al., 2012). Since

high-resolution structure determination remains labor intensive,

there is a renewed interest in the computational prediction of

RNA 3D structure and identification of functional interactions.

One long-standing approach for inferring RNA structure is to

search for pairs of positions that show correlated substitutions

in alignments of homologous sequences. This approach was

used to define the 1969 Levitt model of tRNA (Levitt, 1969), the

Fox-Woese model of 5S rRNA (Fox and Woese, 1975) and the

Michel-Westhof model of a group 1 ribozyme (Michel and West-

hof, 1990). Comparative sequence analyses of RNA continue to

contribute to successful RNA sequence alignment (Nawrocki

and Eddy, 2013) and secondary structure prediction methods

(Hofacker et al., 2002; Nussinov and Jacobson, 1980; Rivas

and Eddy, 1999; Zuker, 2003) (review Hofacker and Lorenz,

2014), but existing techniques for identifying correlated positions

have been less successful at detecting key tertiary contacts not

involved in Watson-Crick base pairing (Dutheil et al., 2010).

The inability of existing methods to detect long-range tertiary

contacts from sequence covariation has limited the progress

of purely in silico RNA 3D structure prediction, since RNAs with

multiple helical segments can assume diverse folds, producing a

conformational space that is impossible to search effectively.

Thus, despite rapid strides in 3D structure prediction accuracy

for small (<40 nt) RNAs (Cao and Chen, 2011; Das and Baker,

2007; Das et al., 2010; Frellsen et al., 2009; Parisien and Major,

2008), predicting the structureof large (>70nt) RNAs remainschal-

lenging (Laing and Schlick, 2010;Miao et al., 2015), unless exper-

imental restraints are available from biochemical probing data

(Cheng et al., 2015; Magnus et al., 2014; Ramani et al., 2015).

Why have existing methods that compute pairwise patterns of

sequence co-variation in RNA (Mokdad and Frankel, 2008; Pang

et al., 2005; Shang et al., 2012) had limited success in detecting

tertiary interactions? One possibility is that RNA tertiary contacts

often form complex networks (Butcher and Pyle, 2011) in which

patterns of sequence constraints can interfere with each other,
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 RNA genes have evolutionary constrained tertiary contacts Figure 1. Inferring RNA Structure from

Sequence Co-evolution

Non-coding RNAs form 3D structures stabilized

by complex networks of secondary and tertiary

interactions. In many cases, these interactions

leave an evolutionary imprint reflecting epistasis

between contacting nucleotides. Computationally

detecting these interactions in multiple sequence

alignments can reveal RNA 3D structure.
obscuring true interactions and producing spurious transitive

correlations when multiple contacts are chained together.

A similar problem stymied protein structure prediction until the

application of global maximum entropy models that could de-

convolve the underlying network of constrained residue-residue

interactions (Hopf et al., 2012, 2014; Marks et al., 2011, 2012;

Morcos et al., 2011; Ovchinnikov et al., 2014; Weigt et al., 2009).

Here, we adapted the maximum entropy model to RNA

sequence alignments and tested the ability of the approach to

predict tertiary structure contacts on 180 RNA gene families rep-

resenting thousands of RNA genes. Comparisons to known

structures confirm the accuracy of contact prediction and 3D

folding results. We further extend the model to protein-RNA

interactions and accurately predict six RNA-protein interactions.

RESULTS

Evolutionary Couplings Accurately Predict 3D Contacts
We adapted the evolutionary couplings (ECs) model, which we

previously used to predict contacts within proteins, to calculate

ECs for RNA (Figure 1). Briefly, we model each RNA family as the

distribution over a sequence space, where the probability of a

sequence s reflects the single-site biases hi at each position i,

and the coupling terms Jij between each pair of positions ði; jÞ,
as follows.

PðsÞ= 1

Z
exp

 XL
i = 1

hiðsiÞ+
XL�1

i = 1

XL
j = i + 1

Jijðsi;sjÞ
!
:

We fit this model to natural sequence distributions using an

approach based on penalized maximum likelihood estimation.

We refer to pairs of positions with the strongest coupling terms

as ‘‘evolutionary couplings.’’ See the Experimental Procedures

for details.

Evolutionary couplings (ECs) between pairs of nucleotides

were evaluated by their ability to recover RNA 3D contacts in

the known structure of a representative sequence from each of

22 RFAM families (Data S1). To assess the accuracy of predicted

contacts, we define contacts as true positives if their minimum-

atom-distance is <8�A. All 22 RNAs with known structures had

a true positive rate above 70% for the top-ranked L/2 ECs (where
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L is the number of nucleotides). ECs pre-

dicted contacts with greater accuracy

than did mutual information (MI), which

has been widely used for RNA secondary

structure prediction (Freyhult et al., 2005;
Gutell et al., 1992) (Figure 2A). This held even when using

enhanced MI that implements two features of the EC statistical

model: (1) down-weighting of similar sequences to avoid

spurious correlations from phylogeny and (2) an average product

correction (APC) (Dunn et al., 2008). We refer to MI without these

modifications as raw MI (MIR) and denote enhanced MI as MIE.

There are two reasons why the global model for ECs may

perform better than MI. First, nucleotides that are strongly

conserved will not display high mutual information, but may still

have a high EC score. Second, false-positive transitive correla-

tions score highly with local methods, such as MI, as each pair is

computed without reference to the whole network of interactions,

whereas ECs successfully deconvolve transitive correlations.

Evolutionary Couplings Detect Long-Range Contacts
and Non-Watson-Crick Base Pairs
Though overall accuracy is important, not all contacts are

‘‘created equal.’’ Often, complex RNA folds are stabilized by a

small number of critical long-range contacts that bridge distant

parts of the secondary structure. Though ECs of long-range con-

tacts (definition in the Experimental Procedures) have lower

scores than those in secondary structures (Figure S1), we never-

theless robustly detect long-range contacts across 22 RFAM

families, with an average of 0:07 � L long-range contacts among

the top L/2 ECs for an RNA of length L. This represents a

substantial improvement over previousmethods, since ECs con-

tained 2.4 times more long-range contacts than did MIE, (0.8–

10.8 times more across 22 individual examples; p%10�5 using

a paired t test; Figure 2B).

Pairs of RNA bases often form contacts through hydrogen

bonding, assuming geometrical configurations that can broadly

be divided into Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs and non-WC

base pairs. Though covariation has long been used to infer Wat-

son-Crick (WC) base pairs, the strength of coevolution for non-

WC base pairs is an area of open investigation (Dutheil et al.,

2010). We found that ECs are sensitive to non-WC base pairs,

with the top L/2 ECs containing 16% of all annotated non-WC

base pairs across the 22 structures—1.7 times more on average

than MIE (0.5–4.0 times more across 22 individual examples;

p%0:002 using a paired t test). We expect that ECs will comple-

ment existing approaches for detecting non-WC base pairs that

rely on the concept of isostericity (Lescoute et al., 2005; Mokdad
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Figure 2. Comparison of EC to MI: Summary of 22 RNA Families

(A) Evolutionary couplings (ECs) predict 3D contacts with a higher overall accuracy than does MIE or MIR on a test set of 22 RNA families (Data S1).

(B) ECs and MIE detect a similar number of secondary structure contacts, but ECs are significantly enriched with long-range contacts.

(C) EC-inferred long-range contacts represent a variety of biochemical interactions annotated from the crystal structure.

(D) ECs for the 40S ribosome (RF01960) are dramatically more accurate than are MI, detecting more true positives overall (left), more Watson-Crick base pairs

(middle), and more non-WC base pairs (right). ECs also detect �50 long-range contacts that bridge distance parts of the secondary structure (Figure S2).

See also Figures S1 and S2 and Data S1.
and Frankel, 2008), since they can focus attention on interactions

with the strongest co-evolutionary signal.

Evolutionary Couplings Reveal Contacts in the
Eukaryotic Ribosome
ECs may be sensitive to interacting nucleotides in large RNAs

that form topologically complex folds with abundant long-range

contacts. ECs computed on a full alignment of eukaryotic ribo-

somal sequences (RF01960) are over 90% accurate for the top

900 (L/2) contacts and predicted substantially more WC and

non-WC base pairs than did MIE (Figure 2D), as well as more

long-range contacts between nucleotides (Figure S2). In addi-

tion to increased sensitivity, ECs also have greater specificity

than does MIE, with 2.8-fold fewer false-positive predictions.

Capturing complex networks of contacts in large RNAs will be

crucial for decoding the structure of long non-coding RNAs

(lncRNAs) and structured viral genomes.

Long-Range Contacts Allow Accurate 3D Structure
Prediction
We hypothesized that EC-derived long-range contacts could

benefit 3D structure prediction for medium-sized RNAs, which

has so far not been possible with secondary structure alone.

Using coarse-grained molecular dynamics implemented in

NAST (Butcher and Pyle, 2011; Jonikas et al., 2009), followed
by simulated annealing with XPLOR (Schwieters et al., 2003),

we predicted candidate all-atom structures (Figure 3A) for rep-

resentatives from five selected RNA families (selection based

on length, 70–120 nt and at least one highly long-range contact;

see the Experimental Procedures). In each case, the best of

four candidate predictions had an all-atom root-mean-square

deviation (RMSD) of 7–10 Å, comparable to the state of the

art for RNA structure predictions that use tertiary contacts

derived from biochemical probing (6.8–11.7 Å) (Miao et al.,

2015) and a dramatic improvement over pure in silico structure

prediction, where the average RMSD is 20 Å for medium-sized

RNAs (50–130 nt) (Laing and Schlick, 2010). Our method shows

a high level of precision, with 16/20 (four predicted structures

each for five RNA families = 20 total) predicted structures

having correct orientation of the helices (Figure S3), and all

predictions significantly closer to the experimental structure

than controls folded without tertiary constraints (Figure 3B,

p < 0.01 for all five comparisons; see Data S2 for RMSD and

quality structure metrics; see Figure S4 for plots of RMSD

versus NAST energy).

Evolutionary Couplings Identify Intermolecular
Contacts in RNA-Protein Complexes
Since ECs can detect contacts in RNA and protein separately,

we next investigated whether they can reveal intermolecular
Cell 165, 963–975, May 5, 2016 965
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Figure 3. Evolutionary Couplings Significantly Improve 3D Structure Prediction Accuracy

(A and B) We predicted all-atom 3D structures for five RNA families using evolutionary couplings as distance restraints (four candidate structures per family). The

candidate (red) with the lowest RMSD to the experimental structure (gray) is shown for each family (A). We performed folding controls with secondary structure

only and found that they had significantly higher deviation from the experimental structure than didmodels foldedwith EC-derived tertiary contacts (B). For the full

results on all predicted models, see Figures S3 and S4 and Data S2 and S7.

See also Figures S3 and S4 and Data S2.
contacts in 21 RNA-protein complexes with known structure

(Data S3; see the Experimental Procedures for selection criteria),

including 19 ribosomal proteins bound to the bacterial 16S rRNA

and the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes RNaseP and tmRNA

(Figure 4). ECs predict RNA-protein contacts with high accuracy,

as long as there is sufficient sequence diversity (Figure S5A). If

contact predictions with R 75% true positives for the top four
966 Cell 165, 963–975, May 5, 2016
contacts are defined as ‘‘highly accurate,’’ then only 3/18 com-

plexes with less than one effective sequence per nucleotide

ðMeff=L< 1Þ had highly accurate predictions, whereas all (3/3)

complexes with ðMeff=L> 1Þ had highly accurate predictions.

One striking example is the 5S ribosomal protein RL18—with

�4 effective sequences per nucleotide—which had 80% true

positives for the top ten intermolecular contacts.
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Functionally important interactions between RNA nucleotides and protein amino acids may be constrained in evolution and detectable in multiple sequence

alignments. We calculated ECs from phased alignments of 21 RNA-protein complexes, with three examples shown here (ribonucleoportein complex RNase P on

the left and two proteins from the bacterial ribosome on the right are chosen as illustrative examples). In each case, we plot the top four highest ranking ECs in

cartoon style (top), super-imposed on the true structure (middle, in PDB numbering) and as red dots in a contact map (bottom). These interactions anchor their

respective RNA-protein interfaces atmultiple points of contact and open the door to sequence-based 3D structural studies of RNA protein complexes. For related

results, see Figure S5 and Data S4 and S5. For predicted PDB structures and phased alignments, see Data S7.

See also Figure S5 and Data S3 and S4.
The accuracy of evolutionary couplings provides an exciting

opportunity to predict the structure of RNA-protein complexes

from sequence alone. We used EC-derived contacts as distance

restraints for rigid body docking in HADDOCK (Dominguez et al.,

2003), focusing on the 6/21 complexes with R 75% true posi-

tives for the top four predicted contacts. In all six cases, struc-

tures docked with ECs had significantly lower i-RMSD than did

control structures docked with center of mass constraints only

( p< 10�4 for all six comparisons of mean i-RMSD between

cases and controls; see Figure S5B and Data S4). In 4/6 cases,

one of the top three predicted structures had i-RMSD <3.5 Å,
whereas the minimum i-RMSD among all controls (docked

without EC distance restraints) was 15 Å.

Evolutionary Couplings Highlight Functional
Interactions
Among all instances of proximity in structured RNAs, only a small

fraction is critical for function. Next, we asked whether evolu-

tionary couplings enrich for these functionally important interac-

tions by investigating the top scoring ECs in riboswitches, which

are cis-acting regulatory segments ofmRNAs that undergo ligand

or temperature-dependent conformational changes between at
Cell 165, 963–975, May 5, 2016 967



least two mutually exclusive functional states (Garst et al., 2011;

Serganov and Patel, 2012). In four riboswitches from our data-

set—S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), activevitaminB1 (TPP), active

folate vitamin (THF), and adenine sensing—we found a cluster of

tertiary contacts that stabilize the ligand-boundconformation, but

arebroken in the ligand-freeconformation (Figure5). For instance,

in the TPP riboswitch (Figure 5B), ECs between the L5 loop and

J3-2 helix (69A-37G, 69A-23C, and 70A-22C, in numbering from

2gdi.pdb [Serganov et al., 2006]) reveal a set of base-stacking in-

teractions that form when TPP ligand binds, but are broken when

TPP is released (Serganov et al., 2006). These functionally impor-

tant interactionsarecompletelymissedbyMIE.Similarly, veryhigh

ranking ECs between nucleotides between P2-P4 and P1-P4 in

the SAM riboswitch (Figure 5A) reveal contacts that only condi-

tionally form on binding of the ligand S-adenosylmethionine

(C25-G89, U26-A88, G27-C87, G28-C86, A9-A84, and A10-A84

in numbering from 4kqy.pdb [Lu et al., 2010]). Although some of

these contacts are also detectable by MIE, a cluster between

P1-P4 is not, including base stacking between A9-A84.

Prediction of Contacts for 160 RNAs of Unknown
Structure
Encouraged by the accuracy of contact inference for RNAs of

known structure, we predicted 3D contacts for 160 RNA genes

in the RFAM database that do not have a known 3D structure

for any member of the family (detailed results are available online

at https://marks.hms.harvard.edu/ev_rna/). These predictions

can aid experimental structure prediction and provide 3D con-

straints for direct folding simulations. In the following sections

we show the nucleotide resolution predictions in biological

context.

Disambiguating Alternative Structures of the HIV Rev
Response Element RNA
To be exported from the nucleus, HIV transcripts assemble into

ribonucleoprotein particles that contain multiple copies of the

HIV Rev protein bound to the �350-nt-long Rev response

element (RRE) (Bartel et al., 1991; Iwai et al., 1992; Kjems

et al., 1992; Peterson and Feigon, 1996; Rausch and Le Grice,

2015). Since the RRE and its interaction with Rev are vital steps

in the HIV life cycle, they have become the subject of intense

research as potential drug targets (Gallego and Varani, 2001;

Luedtke and Tor, 2003; Sreedhara and Cowan, 2001), but impor-

tant details of Rev-RRE structure and function remain unknown.

The secondary structure of RRE is one area of open investiga-

tion. In silico folding and in vivo biochemical foot-printing studies

support two stable secondary structures, termed SL4 and SL5,

which differ in the region A155-A211 (Figures 6A and 6B). SL5

has a five stem-loop structure (Bai et al., 2014; Kjems et al.,

1992; Pollom et al., 2013), and recent work has shown that

SL4, a four stem-loop structure, also exists both in vitro and

in vivo (Charpentier et al., 1997; Fernandes et al., 2012; Legie-

wicz et al., 2008; Sherpa et al., 2015; Zemmel et al., 1996).

We found that ECs (Data S5) computed on the RFAM align-

ment of RRE (RF00036) overwhelmingly support the SL5 struc-

ture. Among 34 secondary structure contacts unique to either

SL4 or SL5, the ten highest ranking secondary structure contacts

support SL5 (Figure 6A, as red lines). In fact almost all of the 18
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SL5-exclusive contacts outrank the 16 SL4-exclusive contacts

(Figure 6B; p< 10�5 based on t test of EC-ranks). Although the

evolutionary evidence supports SL5, we cannot rule out the ex-

istence of the SL4 secondary structure in an ensemble, but note

that the sequence of the clone used by groups reporting SL4

(pNL4-3) (Adachi et al., 1986; Charpentier et al., 1997; Fernandes

et al., 2012; Legiewicz et al., 2008; Sherpa et al., 2015; Zemmel

et al., 1996) thermodynamically favors SL4 more than 98.6% of

the 44,046 sequences in our alignment (Figure 6C; Data S6).

We obtained virtually identical results for both the thermody-

namic and co-evolutionary analyses (Figure S6) using a separate

multiple sequence alignment from the LANL HIV database

(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/mainpage.html).

In summary, our thermodynamic folding energy calculations and

comparative sequence analysis indicate that SL5, rather than

SL4, is the major RRE secondary structure, without excluding

the possibility that SL4 occurs in particular evolutionary contexts,

such as the pNL4-3 variant.

Constrained Interactions between HIV Rev Response
Element RNA and Rev Protein
Assembly of the Rev-RRE nuclear export complex—a key step in

the HIV life cycle—is thought to be driven by early nucleation

events dependent on highly specific RNA-protein interactions.

We therefore used evolutionary couplings to infer dominant

points of interaction in the interface between the RRE RNA

and Rev protein, an HIV-encoded co-factor of nuclear export.

Biochemical work shows that Rev protein oligomerizes on the

RRE RNA after initial binding to stem IIB (Figure 6A) (Bai et al.,

2014; Casu et al., 2013; Kjems et al., 1992). Our co-evolutionary

analysis using a concatenated Rev-RRE alignment revealed a

few candidate intermolecular contacts (Data S5). Strikingly, the

top scoring intermolecular evolutionary coupling (EC) pinpoints

a region previously identified as the location of Rev binding to

RRE in multiple experiments over the last 25 years (Bai et al.,

2014; Bartel et al., 1991; Daugherty et al., 2010; Heaphy et al.,

1991; Ippolito and Steitz, 2000; Malim and Cullen, 1991). This

evolutionary analysis, which reflects in vivo reality in diverse con-

texts, thus supports the in vitro experiments that have used only

partial and synthetic RNA constructs.

Distant T Box Riboswitch Regions Co-evolve via
Cooperative Binding of a tRNA Ligand
Using the inferred evolutionary couplings (ECs), we investigated

the mechanism of tRNA sensing by the T box riboswitch

(RF00230), a family of RNA elements that ensure homeosta-

sis of charged tRNA by upregulating tRNA synthetases and

amino-acid importers when aminoacylation of a specific tRNA

is low (Green et al., 2010). T box riboswitches contain two

tRNA recognition elements (Figure 7A, right): the ‘‘specifier

sequence,’’ which examines tRNA identity by base pairing

to its anti-codon sequence (Grundy et al., 2002), and the anti-

terminator (T box) domain, which selectively binds the un-

charged tRNA acceptor stem. These interactions stabilize the

anti-terminator stem, causing a conformational change in the

riboswitch that exposes a Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence and

results in translation of the operon encoded genes (Figure 7A,

right). Important details of this process have been elucidated

https://marks.hms.harvard.edu/ev_rna/
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/mainpage.html
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Figure 5. Evolutionary Couplings Identify Functional Interactions in Riboswitches

(A–D) 3D contacts revealed by ECs are conserved across the RNA family and therefore may be functionally important. We found that the top ranking long-range

ECs in four riboswitches (A–D) are functionally critical, since they are differentially satisfied in the ligand-bound and ligand-free conformation. In each example, a

contact map (left) shows the top L/2 contacts. The circled contacts—which are highlighted red on the 3D structures (middle)—are formed in the ligand-bound

state, but are violated in the unbound state. This is illustrated by the schematics (right), which were reproduced from prior studies.
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Figure 6. Insight into HIV RRE Structure and Function

(A–D) The HIV Rev response element (RRE) is an important drug target

because its nuclear export function is critical to the HIV life cycle, but essential

details of RRE structure and function remain unknown. We first used ECs to

disambiguate between two mutually exclusive RRE secondary structures re-
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(Caserta et al., 2015; Grigg and Ke, 2013; Zhang and Ferré-

D’Amaré, 2013), but only this first stem loop has been observed

to date in 3D (Zhang and Ferré-D’Amaré, 2013). It is still unclear

how tRNA stabilizes the anti-terminator stem and whether the

specifier sequence alone is sufficient to ensure specificity

in vivo.

We examined the top-ranking ECs for the T box riboswitch

family (see the Experimental Procedures) to investigate the

mechanism of combinatorial tRNA sensing. Remarkably, we

found a cluster of six long-range ECs connecting the specifier

sequence to the T box region (pink arc in Figure 7A) that are likely

mediated by co-variation with the intervening tRNA. In particular,

variation in the nucleotides of the specifier sequence may have

led to changes in tRNA specificity, which, in turn, affected

the evolution of nucleotides in the T box region, producing the

observed co-variation. If true, this hypothesis would imply that

the T box region collaborates with the specifier sequence to

establish tRNA specificity, which is consistent with mutational

studies that showed interdependence between the Bacillus

subtilis tyrS T box and tRNA(Tyr)-acceptor sequences (Grundy

et al., 1994).

Next, we looked at which specific nucleotides from the T box

region participate in the six long-range ECs with the specifier

sequence. Strikingly, two of the six long-range ECs involve a

T box nucleotide (U191 and RFAM reduced numbering) that

base pairs to the tRNA discriminator position (Crothers et al.,

1972), which has been known for decades to co-vary with the

tRNA anti-codon (Klingler and Brutlag, 1993) and is thought

to influence the tertiary structure of the acceptor stem (Lee

et al., 1993). The other four long-range ECs involve bases

G186 and C210, which are paired in the anti-terminator stem,

raising the possibility that the tRNA acceptor stabilizes the

anti-terminator stem by forming extensive tertiary contacts

with bases in and near the T box region. Using an adaptation

of our model that previously demonstrated accurate inference

of the effects of single-site mutations (Hopf et al., 2015) (see

the Experimental Procedures), we predict that in the Entero-

coccus durans T box, for example, the mutations G186U/

C210A and U191A would be most likely to disrupt these

interactions.
ported in the literature, termed SL5 (A, left) and SL4 (A, right). We defined RRE

contacts as SL4- or SL5-exclusive if they are satisfied in one secondary

structure, but not in the other. Strikingly, 10/10 of the top-ranking exclusive

contacts (red lines, bottom of A) support SL5, but not SL4. In fact, almost all

of the 18 SL5-exclusive contacts outrank the 16 SL4-exclusive contacts

(B, p< 10�5 ). Strikingly, all of the studies we found reporting the SL4 structure

used the pNL4-3 variant of HIV, which is in the 98.6th percentile for favoring

SL4 over SL5 (C) according to thermodynamic folding energy predictions (Data

S6). Thus, SL5 is likely the dominant RRE secondary structure in most

evolutionary contexts. Next, we scanned for evolutionarily constrained in-

teractions between RRE RNA and Rev protein (D, top). Our top-ranking con-

tact (D, bottom, and E) linking Rev Arg39 to RRE A102 on stem IIB is consistent

with biochemical work showing that stem IIB is the major Rev nucleation site.

This evolutionary analysis, which reflects in vivo reality in diverse contexts,

thus supports the in vitro experiments that have used only partial and synthetic

RNA constructs. (See Figure S6 for identical analysis on a different RRE

alignment.)

See also Figure S6 and Data S5 and S6.
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Figure 7. Examples of Evolutionary Couplings Elucidating Structure and Function

(A and B) We provide ECs for 160 RFAM families without a known structure and investigate them in detail for the T box riboswitch (A) and RNAs P (B). In the T box

riboswitch, a high-ranking cluster of long-range ECs (A, circled dots in the contactmap and pink arcs on the secondary structure) connects the specifier sequence

to the T box region. The binding of both of these RNA elements to an uncharged tRNA induces translation of downstream genes by exposing a Shine-Delgarno

(SD) sequence. The long-range ECs are probably mediated by co-variation with the intervening tRNA. Supporting this hypothesis, two of the six long-range ECs

involve U190, a nucleotide in the T box region that base pairs to the discriminator position in the tRNA (A,marked by the *), which is known to co-vary with the tRNA

anti-codon. We also used ECs for the bacterial, archeal, and eukaryotic RNase P to address a hypothesis in the evolution of RNase P, a ribozyme found in all three

domains of life (B).
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Proteins Displace RNA Tertiary Contacts in the
Evolution of RNase P
Next, we used evolutionary couplings (ECs) to address a long-

standing hypothesis on the evolution of RNase P, an ancient

ribozyme that has become a model system for investigating

evolutionary plasticity of molecular structure (Krasilnikov et al.,

2004). Whereas the bacterial RNase P (RF00010) can function

as pure RNA, the widely diverged archeal (RF00373) and eukary-

otic (RF00009) RNase P require their protein subunits (Gopalan,

2007). It is generally believed that during the evolution of RNase

P in archaea and eukaryotes, the newly added protein subunits

began to replace RNA to stabilize the overall tertiary architecture

and establish the active site (Evans et al., 2006). However, a lack

of knowledge of RNA-RNA intra-molecular interactions in the

archeal and eukaryotic RNase P, which have no known struc-

ture, has made it difficult to critically evaluate this hypothesis

about their evolution.

Given our high prediction accuracy for RNA-RNA contacts

(94% precision for detecting base pairs within 12 Å) in the bacte-

rial RNase P (Figure 7B, left), whose structure is known, we

investigated whether our predicted contacts for the archeal

and eukaryotic RNase P support the hypothesis that proteins

have replaced RNA to establish key tertiary interactions (see

the Experimental Procedures for the selection of contacts).

Consistent with this hypothesis, we found several co-evolving

pairs of nucleotides from the bacterial RNase P that do not corre-

spond to any high-ranking ECs in the archeal or eukaryotic line-

age, but emanate from helices that are now the sites of protein

binding in eukaryotes (Figure 7B, right). For example, contacts

(3A-95G and 95G-341U in the numbering of 3q1q.pdb [Reiter

et al., 2010]) connecting P1 to P9 in bacteria are not predicted

for the eukaryotic RNase P, where P9 now binds the protein

Pop4 (Khanova et al., 2012). Similarly, we predicted contacts

(43C-299C, 44C-299C, and 23C-299C) from P3 to P18 in bacte-

ria, but not in eukaryotes, where P3 now binds the protein Pop7

(Khanova et al., 2012).

Alongside predictions that support an increased role for pro-

teins in establishing the tertiary structure of eukaryotic RNase

P, we also find high-ranking ECs that do not support this role,

but instead suggest that RNA-RNA tertiary contacts have

emerged de novo in the eukaryotic lineage to compensate for

the loss of key secondary structural elements. These contacts,

including G5-A86 (RFAM reduced numbering) from P1 to 30 of
P8 and C4-G234 from P1 to conserved region IV (CR IV), signif-

icantly co-evolve in eukaryotes, but correspond to no high-

ranking ECs in bacteria. Notably, even though the bacterial

homologs of these base pairs do not significantly coevolve,

they are nevertheless close in 3D space (<2 nm).

DISCUSSION

We show that evolutionary couplings (ECs) derived from

sequence co-variation using a global maximum entropy model

can predict 3D contacts in RNA, including long-range tertiary

contacts and non-Watson-Crick base pairs, with good accuracy.

While this paper was in review, De Leonardis et al. (2015) demon-

strated a related methodology that retrieves similar contacts.

Our predicted 3D contacts allow blinded 3D structure prediction
972 Cell 165, 963–975, May 5, 2016
using only sequence information with accuracy matching state-

of-the-art biochemical probing data. ECs not only provide a win-

dow into RNA structure but also can reveal functionally important

interactions, such as tertiary contacts that distinguish the ligand-

bound from the ligand-free conformation of four riboswitches or

the potentially complex-nucleating interaction between the RRE

RNA and the Rev protein of HIV virus. Since they are computed

from broad alignments of homologous sequences, EC-inferred

contacts are likely stable in diverse evolutionary contexts and

conserved across evolution. Thus, in contrast to unbiased exper-

imental approaches, 3D information from ECs has the unique

potential to highlight functionally important interactions in struc-

tured RNA.

Building on the success of ECs at detecting contacts in RNA

and protein separately, we provide proof of principle for the

detection of intermolecular contacts in RNA-protein complexes

from evolutionary sequence information alone. High-throughput

elucidation of RNA-protein interactions from sequence alone

would be a major breakthrough, but requires the development

of improved bioinformatics approaches for curating and phasing

RNA-protein alignments.

We identify several areas of growth for our approach. One

shortcoming is that we always report the top L/2 contacts (where

L is the length of the RNA), whereas flexibly choosing the number

of contacts would better suit the natural diversity of 3D contact

abundance in different RNAs. Further improvements can be

made in folding pipeline, which is currently not optimized for

large RNAs (>120 nt), despite the fact the evolutionary couplings

yield highly accurate contacts for RNAs as large as the ribosome.

Potential changes include higher sampling density, use of nega-

tive restraints, multi-stage annealing with continual addition of

contacts, better ranking of decoy structures, and better filtering

of false-positive contacts.

Another area for future research is to build on the outstanding

work of the RFAM database (Nawrocki et al., 2015) by extending

sequence coverage and including more transcripts that poten-

tially have 3D structure. Though detection of accurate ECs for

RNA requires far less sequence coverage than for proteins

due to their smaller alphabet size and lower average number

of contacts per residue, sequence abundance is still the rate-

limiting component of our approach. Fortunately, the ongoing

explosion of available sequence data means that the outlook

for elucidating functional interactions in mRNAs, lncRNAs,

and viral genomes, as well as their protein-binding partners, is

promising.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Calculating ECs

To calculate ECs, we fit a global probability model to each alignment using

pseudo maximum likelihood, as described below. Our full pipeline as single

script is available at https://github.com/debbiemarkslab/plmc.

Sample Reweighting and Definition of Meff

To prevent phylogenetic correlations between sequences from biasing our

analysis, we down-weight each sequence s by the number NðsÞ of neighbors
it has in a sequence space. We then define the ‘‘effective size’’ of the alignment

as the sum of weights:

Meff ðAÞ=
X
s˛A

1

NðsÞ:

https://github.com/debbiemarkslab/plmc


Model Fitting

We fit the following probability model using a pseudo-maximum likelihood

approximation (Besag, 1975) and L2 regularization.

PðsÞ= 1

Z
exp

 XL
i =1

hiðsiÞ+
XL�1

i = 1

XL
j = i + 1

Jijðsi ;sjÞ
!

hi represents single-site conservation, and Jij represents co-variation.

Post-processing

Once the parameters h and J have been fit to the data, we take the Frobenius

norm FNði; jÞ of the Jij couplings. In theory, the resultant FN scores represent

the strength of co-variation at each position. However, undersampling effects

lead to a characteristic distortion of these scores, and we correct for this using

an average product correct (APC) (Dunn et al., 2008). APC-corrected FN

scores are reported as the final ECs.

3D Structure Prediction

We predicted all-atom sturctures for five RNA families, representing the sub-

set that (1) have a known structure, (2) have a length between 70–120 nt, and

(3) have at least one highly long-range contact, defined as contact with

dssRL=4, where L is the length of the RNA. We performed structure prediction

with Nucleic Acid Simulation Tool (NAST) (Jonikas et al., 2009), a coarse-

grained modeler that uses a combination secondary structure and tertiary

contacts as inputs (Figure S7). For each RNA family, we created 600–1,000

decoy coarse-grained models and then clustered 20% of the decoys with

the lowest energy-per-contact using k-means, where k = 4. The final four

candidate models were then given all-atom structures and refined in XPLOR

(Schwieters et al., 2003). All four models for each family are shown in Fig-

ure S3, and the ones with closest match to the experimental structure are

shown in Figure 3.

RNA-Protein Structure Prediction

To compute RNA-protein ECs, we used the same approach as for RNA

(described above) but now with a full alphabet, including all amino acids. No

other changes were made to the model. To determine whether EC-derived

RNA-protein contacts improve 3D structure prediction of RNA-protein

complexes, we used these contacts as restraints for rigid body docking in

HADDOCK (Dominguez et al., 2003). For docking controls, we only applied

center of mass restraints.
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